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This report provides you with a list and interpretations of the planets or points and their
aspects to midpoints in your chart. You will note the number of items in this midpoint
report can vary depending on the modulus degree value and orb that are selected. The
modulus degree value is associated with a harmonic of the chart. For example, selecting a
modulus of 360° will show planets to midpoints that are conjunct in a normal 360° chart
wheel. Selecting a modulus of 90° (the 4th harmonic) shows planets to midpoints that are
in either conjunction, opposition or square to the midpoint. For general midpoint work,
the 90° modulus is the one normally used but other values may also be used.
The order in which planet to midpoint is presented is based on the degree from Aries to
Pisces the midpoint is placed. This is the same order as used in Solar Fire's Midpoint
Axes and Midpoint Trees reports.
The Solar Fire Midpoint interpretations text has been written by UK astrologer Julian
Venables. Julian works in England as a client-based astrologer, teaching beginners’
classes as well as conducting private tuition. He holds a certificate from The Faculty of
Astrological Studies and has completed his Diploma studies and Exams. Julian was on
the committee of The Astrology Lodge of London and is a member of The Astrological
Association of Great Britain.

CHART DETAILS
Barack Obama - Male Chart
Aug 4 1961, 7:24 pm, AHST +10:00
Honolulu HI, 21°N18'25'', 157°W51'30''
Geocentric Tropical Zodiac
Equal Houses, True Node, Parallax Moon

PLANETS TO MIDPOINTS
Modulus 90°00' - Max Orb 2°00'

Venus = Uranus / Neptune +0°09'
You could have a peculiar or mysterious way of expressing your affections and love. You
might fall in love with spirit. You are sensitive with others around you and you make a
good artist and creative person.

Venus = Moon / Jupiter +0°14'
Your relationships are happy and loving and you enjoy expressing feelings artistically
and poetically. Your values are based around kindness, generosity and benevolence.
Venus = Moon / Mercury +0°58' d
You are able to describe the feeling of love and the sense of beauty because you have a
feeling for creativity. You would make a good art critic or writer.
Venus = Neptune / North Node +1°10'
You are attracted to the wrong people, leading to falseness and disloyalty on both sides of
the relationship. You might give out underestimated or misinterpreted relationship advice
to your contacts and associations.
Venus = Mercury / Midheaven -1°11'
You have a specific attitude about relationships and often need to contemplate love
situations. You like to tune in to your own inner feelings and thoughts and your aim and
objectives can be influenced by art and beauty.
Venus = Jupiter / Midheaven -1°55' d
You are known for your abundant expression of affections and attraction. You are artistic
and your aim and objectives in that field bring you success. Love brings you happiness.
Saturn = Mars / Midheaven +0°24'
You might have difficulties concentrating and focussing on your objectives in life.
Through worrying and over anxious behaviour your actions can result in failures.
Saturn = Venus / Ascendant -0°25'
When expressing your personality you become inhibited and shy. This can result in
difficulties, estrangement and times of solitude where you might feel happier on your
own.
Jupiter = Venus / North Node -1°19' d
You get on with people easily due to your natural self-confidence and charming and
pleasant nature. Your relationships and love experiences are likely to be successful and
happy.
Mercury = Sun / Saturn +1°36'
You might have slow and inhibited thinking, wanting to take speech and conversations
slowly. Life could present serious problems to tackle and lead you towards pessimistic or
depressing thoughts.
Neptune = Jupiter / Ascendant +0°51'
You might share a fantasy or illusion with others that can lead to loss and
disappointments. You are creative and artistic but inclined towards wishing for and
expecting success rather than generating it for you.

Neptune = Sun / Mercury -1°10'
Your common sense is full of imagination and fantasy. Be careful not to deceive yourself
or get too detached from reality by impractical ideas or dreaminess.
Neptune = Mercury / Ascendant +1°35' d
You might get disappointed by other people and feel you are let down when you had high
hopes and plans. Be aware that you can easily deceive others so try to keep your
communications as clear as possible.
Neptune = Saturn / Uranus +1°42' d
You find it difficult to face emotional stresses and tension and might get ill or weak when
faced with a challenge. Your general attitude could be one of resignation and a lack of
resistance that allows others to go roughshod over you.
Neptune = Sun / Jupiter -1°54' d
Your advancement in life maybe through deceptive or mysterious means so avoid
criminal activity. You might have a highly sensitive body and moodiness that can
undermine your health. You are a natural psychic and medium who can live in a dream
world.
Neptune = Saturn / Ascendant -1°55'
You might often find yourself in an emotionally damp and depressing environment
caused by the suffering of others. You need to avoid disagreements caused by lack of
clarity and vagueness in your general approach.
Sun = Venus / Mars -0°22' d
You have a strong physical expression of love and attraction and you shine best when in
a relationship. You clearly define the creative process and it’s likely you will have
children.
Sun = Jupiter / Uranus +0°31'
You are inventive and intelligent and are likely to attract good fortune. You are
recognised for your clever ideas and concepts and you will probably be successful. You
are positive in your outlook and like to celebrate your uniqueness.
Sun = Saturn / North Node -1°14'
You might find it necessary to get away and separate yourself from people because they
make you feel uncomfortable. You shine when in seclusion or on retreat.
Sun = Mercury / Uranus +1°15' d
You have instant understanding of the situation around you and are likely to respond and
move quickly. You are probably hasty and are used to surprises and adjusting yourself to
new circumstances.
Sun = Jupiter / North Node +1°32'
You are known for a strong social and moral code and can gain success from. You make

a good religious group leader and relationships and marriage is an important focus in life.
Ascendant = Neptune / Midheaven +0°42'
You might live in a fantasy world with a bubble that is hard to burst. Be careful not to
follow the wrong life direction in an illusory or deluded state. Others might see you as
vague and uncertain in your aspirations. You would make a good actor.
Ascendant = Sun / Uranus +0°51' d
You may encounter surprising and sudden events that can change your outlook on life.
Your general approach could be eccentric and erratic.
Ascendant = Jupiter / Pluto +0°52'
Your general approach to life is as a seeker of knowledge and power. You are known for
your continuous personal advancement and development, and for organising your visions
into reality.
Ascendant = Mercury / Pluto +1°36' d
Your general approach to life is based around influencing people’s minds. You are
probably a powerful speaker, writer or presenter.
Ascendant = Sun / North Node +1°52' d
Your general approach is based on making new contacts and links. You are a good
networker and can associate with others easily.
Ascendant = Saturn / Pluto -1°54'
You general approach to the world is as a silent struggler with immense capabilities and
endurance. You might find yourself in awkward and burdensome situations, including
your relationships.
Uranus = Sun / Pluto -0°30' d
You have strong powers of leadership through your unique and original approach. You
might experience several sudden or rapid transformations in your life.
Uranus = Mars / Saturn -1°19'
You have great endurance when being tested and have an ability to overcome immense
difficulties, including health problems and illnesses. You might sometimes feel nervously
aggressive and need to apply force in order to advance in life but you can give out as
much as you can take.
Uranus = Mars / Jupiter +1°27'
You are likely to want independence in your creative enterprises and business plans. You
make your most fortunate decisions suddenly and quickly. Your energy and drive is
based around attaining freedom.
North Node = Mercury / Mars +0°09' d
Your contacts and associations assist you to realise your plans and thoughts and take

action accordingly. You are stimulated by others and they help you to make decisions
and resolutions.
North Node = Pluto / Ascendant +0°13'
You link together with peculiar and unusual people. You might find that you share the
same destiny with a group of people that leads to your empowerment.
North Node = Mars / Jupiter -0°35'
Your contacts and associations help to bring your creative enterprises and business
ambitions to success. You are stimulated towards making fortunate decisions.
Midheaven = Pluto / Ascendant -1°23' d
Your influential and fascinating personality gets you noticed in life. You follow your
aspirations and reach success. Your life direction gains momentum and force as it goes
along.
Midheaven = Mercury / Mars -1°26'
You are someone who likes to be seen taking action in a determined and courageous
manner. Your career or vocation could involve planning and the ability to judge a
situation.
Moon = Sun / Mars -0°36'
You instinctively express your emotions physically and have strong desires to make
union with a partner. A satisfying sex life is vital and you might have lots of feeling for
physically based hobbies or sport.
Moon = Pluto / North Node -1°02'
You find it hard to show your feelings to others and may experience feelings of rejection
when trying to express sensitivity to a group or a team. Your emotions control your
destiny.
Pluto = Mars / Ascendant -1°40'
You express power towards others that can surface as arguments and conflicts if you do
not get your way. You might be inclined towards violence and forceful means of
asserting yourself.
Pluto = Venus / Neptune -1°47' d
You might feel strong and intense sensations to express your love and attraction, but yet
you might still feel unfulfilled. This can cause difficulties, which you need to work
through.
Pluto = Mars / Uranus +1°57' d
You might be obsessed about expressing your power and may sometimes feel you are a
‘chosen one’. In your fights for freedom and independence, try to avoid violence and
force to reach your aims.

